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Abstract

In order to be helpful some day, robots do not only need to perceive their environment accurately but also have to be capable of carrying out appropriate tasks automatically. In a household setting, it is desirable to have a robot that does not require explicit instructions but rather identifies relevant tasks automatically.

We suggest to approach this challenge by collecting a large dataset which describes actions between physical objects in household scenes. Various gravity-based, structured representations of the scene layout are proposed, which enable training models that reason about constituents of the scene and its associated actions. In order to foster a large number of annotations we created a web-based annotation tool which employs scenes from the SUNRGB-D dataset [8]. This way, the collection of annotations can be crowdsourced.

1 Introduction

Driven by the success of deep learning based techniques, performance on many recognition tasks has recently improved by a large fraction. However, these tasks primarily deal with an accurate description of what is there. This work goes a step beyond description and asks what can be done, particularly with robotic applications in mind. We argue that even if you have a robot that is perfectly capable of correctly observing and understanding its environment it will not be of great value for humans until it automatically can figure out useful tasks on its own, depending on the situation. As a household robot owner, you want your robot to have some notion of common sense that enables it to understand required tasks like: clear the dishwasher or push the chair under the table, without explicit request. Analogously to shape and texture of objects hinting possible actions to humans, which is known as affordances, some scene arrangements suggest actions. We dub the described kind of possible actions "scene affordances" to emphasize the difference to "object affordance", although the original affordance term by Gibson [1] encompasses both.

Having a large-scale dataset of scenes with annotated actions involving objects and their states (empty, dirty, ...) could bring forward data-driven scene understanding and would allow machine learning methods to be applied on this particular problem.

Since 3d pointclouds by default are fairly large, low-level representations, a method to extract multiple smaller, gravity-based object matrices is suggested, where distances are differentiated as being orthogonal or parallel to the gravity axis. This way, details like appearance and shape are waived while the abstract spatial layout of the scene is maintained.

Using the described toolkit of scene representation and associated actions, rules like if dirty dishes are close to each other stack them or if room is empty use remote control to turn off tv could be learned from data.

2 Related Work

Currently we are not aware of any approach that explicitly deals with the problem of inferring actions from observed scenes.

The anticipation of human activities that is addressed in Koppula and Saxena [5] can be considered a closely related task. They model human pose, object affordances, object locations and sub-activities in a graph which changes over time through a temporal conditional random field. By sampling from this model, prospective activities can be predicted. These possible futures could involve actions we are interested in. But while their dataset only comprises 120 scenes, we prefer a high number of scenes rather than detail within scenes.

Zhu et al. [10] predict object affordances from images using a Markov Logic Network that expresses uncertainty with respect to the presence or absence of certain attributes. Jiang et al. [4] model the relationship between human poses and scene objects using a Dirichlet process mixture model. In contrast to their work, we operate on the scene instead of object level, hence we call it scene affordance. Also, both approaches employ datasets comprising a smaller number of examples whereas we aim at a larger scale, although a direct comparison is not feasible because of the strong difference in settings.

The SUNRGB-D dataset already provides a good deal of the data that we need to solve the problem and unites multiple previous scene labelling approaches [3, 7, 9]. It comprises 10,000 scenes (involving rgb as well as depth) with associated pixel-wise object annotations and 3D object annotations, which however are not linked with each other. Often, there are more objects being annotated in 2d than in 3d (147K vs. 65K) with 3D objects often being chairs or tables. In this case, we favor the richness of the scene (many 2d objects) to the details of individual annotations (few 3d objects). Therefore we use 2D annotations and reconstruct objects by projecting the segmentation into the reconstructed pointcloud. Although SUNRGB-D provides annotations of the room layout, the ground plane or desk plane is automatically detected. This has the key advantage of a more general algorithm being applicable in more settings (and to prospective further datasets).

[2] also aim at extracting object arrangements from RGB-D scenes by matching objects with consideration of pose from a database to in-scene objects. Unlike them, we work on a more abstract level by employing available segmentation and concentrating on structured representations which are useful for determining actions.

3 Scene Representation

To facilitate reasoning we propose multiple representation schemes for the scenes that provide a more structured view of the object arrangement of the scene than the raw RGBD data. These representation might serve as an input for algorithms addressing scene affordance. A key observation is that gravity forces the room layout to assume some structure: Objects must stand on something. We explicitly consider gravity in our distance based representation by separating distances along the gravity axis and distances orthogonal to it.

The goal of the representations is to be as abstract as possible and allow algorithms to find possibly relevant semantic relations like next to or above without explicitly defining threshold distances for them. We capture both, relative representations which express pairwise distances
between objects and absolute locations of objects. This allows the dataset to be applied in multiple different leaning and reasoning settings, e.g. the pairwise distances spawn a fully connected graph which could be employed in an energy-based model whose potentials could be learned. The separation between distances in height and in plane is due to our assumption that gravity is essential for object arrangements. Specifically, the representations are listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative (pairwise)</th>
<th>Absolute (for each object)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• In-plane euclidean distance</td>
<td>• Coordinates of corners of each object-oriented bounding box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Objects’ top distance (along gravity axis)</td>
<td>• Height over ground (or desk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Objects’ bottom distance (along gravity axis)</td>
<td>• Object’s height</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The emphasis on heights is intentional because an alignment with respect to two object’s bottoms might serve as a clue to infer their functions, e.g. a plate and a mug are usually placed on the table hence they share their bottom’s height.

Note, the absolute scene representation grows linear with the number of objects while pairwise distances grow quadratically. Since the number of objects per scene is limited, even pairwise matrices remain at a manageable size.

Technically, obtaining the scene representation is realized by fitting a ground-plane into the scenes. A large planar set of points is searched within a certain range around a common camera tilt. Since this does not necessarily guarantee the presence of a ground plane, we assume that the variance of inlier normals to be lower than a certain threshold. Sometimes neither the ground nor a reliable table is captured by the camera, in these cases the extraction fails. By projecting objects to the groundplane and the gravity axis (normal of the ground plane) we obtain our representation space where distances and locations are calculated.

Sometimes the same word refers to different objects. We address this issue by matching WordNet [6] concepts to the labels provided by SUNRGB-D through an semi-automatic procedure. Expressing labels in terms of WordNet synsets also allows for incorporating further data, e.g. the synset definition text, hypernyms or other datasets relying on WordNet synsets.

4 Web-based Tool

To allow the collection of annotations on a large scale, we employ a web-based annotation tool. Currently we are not sure whether we will actually crowsource the data or ask member of our lab. While the former might lead to a larger dataset the latter would possibly produce higher quality data since we can instruct the annotators more thoroughly. In either case, the web tool will be of great help. It supports the annotator by various terms of WordNet synsets also allows for incorporating further data, e.g. the synset definition text, hypernyms or other datasets relying on WordNet synsets.

5 Action Annotation

The actions we collect involve either one or two objects, which should cover a large fraction of actions as even complex action plans can often be disintegrated into small actions. Additionally, each object is assigned one or multiple of the states broken, full, dirty open, on or default if none of the former states applies.

We believe it would cause too much confusion to ask for actions a robot should carry out thus we ask for actions that seem to be useful for a human. Also, in the long term one can expect that the overlap of activities conductable by robots and humans increases. Hence, a human is implicitly being assumed to be present in the scene, e.g. “sit on chair” actually means “human sits on chair” and “water pour into cup” means “human pours water into cup”.

Having obtained the annotations, different types of reasoning are possible. Most obvious - and possibly most applicable - is determining a couple of useful actions for an unknown (but already segmented) scene. Depending on the underlying model it might also be possible to infer scene representations for actions or reason on the scene representation itself.
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